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Abstract
We present a synthesis technique that can automatically generate stroke patterns based on a user-specified
reference pattern. Our method is an extension of texture synthesis techniques to vector-based patterns. Such an
extension requires (a) an analysis of the pattern properties to extract meaningful pattern elements (defined as
clusters of strokes) and (b) a synthesis algorithm based on similarities in the detected stroke clusters.
Our method is based on results from human vision research concerning perceptual organization. The resulting
synthesized patterns effectively reproduce the properties of the input patterns, and can be used to fill both 1D
paths and 2D regions.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Color, shading, shadow-
ing, and texture I.3.4 [Computer Graphics]: Paint systems
1. Introduction
A particularly important class of non-photorealistic render-
ings is that of stroke-based images. Various styles such as
etchings, pen-and-ink and oil painting renderings can be
thought of as stroke-based styles as described in Hertz-
mann’s survey [Her03]. The rendered strokes can be either
used to fill in 2D regions, as in painterly rendering, or to an-
notate 1D paths, like with some hatching patterns; in both
cases, the generation of appropriate stroke arrangements for
these styles remains a difficult or tedious process to date.
Since the individual style of each artist has to be conserved
but is not easy to translate in an algorithmic representation,
we can not simply rely on procedural methods to generate
stroke patterns. Finding a compromise between automation
and expressiveness is then crucial for such renderings to be
used by artists.
Synthesis by example appears to be the best way to address
this question. However, pixel-based texture synthesis is not
well suited to stroke patterns, in part because each element
of a stroke pattern is individually perceptible, in contrast
to pixels. Organized stroke clusters such as those found in
hatchings are difficult to extract and reproduce at the pixel
level. Moreover, some variation in the reproduced pattern
is desirable to avoid too much regularity, and it would be
difficult to achieve such variation with pixel-based texture
synthesis.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 1: Our method (a) takes as input a reference vector-
ized stroke pattern, then (b) analyses it to extract relevant
stroke pattern elements and properties in order to (c) syn-
thesize a similar pattern.
We therefore propose to use a vector-based description of
an input stroke pattern supplied by the user. This allows for
greater expressiveness and higher-level analysis than would
be afforded by a per-pixel approach. The stroke geometry is
represented explicitly as connected vertices with attributes
such as width and color. While this vector representation
is typically less efficient to render, it has the important
advantage that strokes can be controlled procedurally to
adapt to changes in the depicted regions. Strokes can vary in
opacity, thickness and density to depict an underlying tone,
as in the WYSIWYG NPR system [KMM∗02].
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We target any kind of stroke patterns (stippling, hatching,
brush strokes, small figures) with a quasi-uniform distribu-
tion of positions in 1D and 2D (i.e., along a path or inside a
region). The strokes attributes can vary in non-uniform ways
and the only parameter required from the user is the scale
of the meaningful elements of the pattern. Then, in a man-
ner analogous to texture synthesis techniques, we organise
our method in two stages (see Figure 1). An analysis stage
where we identify the relevant elements in terms of stroke
patterns and their distribution, and a synthesis stage where
these elements are placed in the image so as to reproduce an
appearance similar to the reference pattern.
In the following we first review the previous work related to
our goal, then explain the two stages of our method: analysis
and synthesis, and last present our results and discuss future
work.
1.1. Previous work
Related work can be found in two different research fields:
stroke-based rendering methods that aim at reproducing
various artistic styles, and texture synthesis methods that aim
at generating a texture from a given sample pattern.
1.1.1. Stroke synthesis
Stroke pattern synthesis systems have been studied in the
past, for example to generate stipple drawings [DHvOS00],
pen and ink representations [SABS94, WS94], engravings
[Ost99], and painterly rendering [Her98]. However, they
have relied primarily on generative rules, either chosen by
the authors or borrowed from traditional drawing techniques.
We are more interested in analysing reference patterns drawn
by the user and synthesizing new ones with similar percep-
tual properties in order to give the user as much freedom as
possible in the choice of his own style.
Kalnins et al. [KMM∗02] described an algorithm for syn-
thesizing stroke “offsets” (deviations from an underlying
smooth path) to generate new strokes with a similar ap-
pearance to those in a given example set. Hertzmann
et al. [HOCS02], as well as Freeman et al. [FTP03] address
a similar problem. Neither method reproduces the inter-
relation of strokes within a pattern. Jodoin et al. [JEGPO02]
focus on synthesizing hatching strokes, which is a relatively
simple case in which strokes are arranged in a linear order
along a path. The more general problem of reproducing or-
ganized patterns of strokes has been adressed by the authors
in the case of hatching and stippling using a statistical ap-
proach [Ano06]. (See the submitted version in supplemen-
tal material.) No neighborhood comparison was taken into
account and the class of possible elements was reduced to
single-colored points or lines. Here we target a wider range
of patterns (including color patterns) and take into account
the global organization of the pattern by means of neighbor-
hood comparisons.
1.1.2. Texture synthesis
The idea of synthesizing textures, both for 2D images and
3D surfaces, has been extensively addressed in recent years.
Previous work can be organized in two categories: paramet-
ric and non-parametric methods.
Parametric methods aim at giving a compact description of
textures: they make use of statistical analysis to character-
ize an input texture by a set of parameters, and then try to
synthesize similar textures in order to validate the paramet-
ric model. The reader can refer to the paper by Portilla and
Simoncelli [PS00] for a good overview of parametric mod-
els. Our previous work on stroke pattern synthesis [Ano06]
bears similarities to parameteric methods in that it performs
a statistical analysis of properties of the input pattern (such
as stroke positions, lengths, and orientations). Such methods
are hard to extend to general patterns because the parameters
depend heavily on the style and structure of the pattern.
On the other hand, non-parametric methods work exclu-
sively from the reference texture [EL99, WL00, WL01,
Tur01, Ash01]. Even if this representation is less compact,
the synthesis results are usually more convincing and the
type of synthesized textures more general. These iterative
algorithms work with neighborhood comparisons between
the reference and target textures. The size and shape of
the neighborhoods vary from one technique to the other.
Some methods work in scanline order, while others grow
the texture from a central starting point; Synthesis is some-
times hierarchical. Still, one cannot directly apply pixel-
based non-parametric texture synthesis to vector-based pat-
terns, because stroke patterns are composed of individually
perceived elements. We thus choose to adapt an existing non-
parametric method [EL99] to vector data.
1.2. Contributions
To define a stroke pattern we draw upon research in human
vision, more specifically in the field of perceptual organi-
sation. Indeed, there is a common agreement that the human
visual system, in the early stages of perception, structures 2D
information into elements based on a set of criteria such as
proximity, parallelism, and continuation [Pal99]. In the case
of stroke patterns, this means that some sets of input strokes
are perceived as single elements, and at a higher level, the
distribution of elements defines the pattern.
Our first contribution is an analysis method that extracts an
intermediate-level description of vector data, using percep-
tual organisation criteria applied to input strokes. In partic-
ular, we are able to analyse strokes of different styles: not
only stippling and hatching strokes, but also brush strokes
and small figures (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).
Our second contribution is a synthesis method analogous to
texture synthesis, but operating on vector data. We propose
a perceptually-based neighborhood matching algorithm that
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allows comparisons between neighborhoods even when they
have dissimilar connectivity.
2. Analysis
The first step of our method aims at analyzing a reference
stroke pattern to extract the meaningful elements that con-
stitute the pattern, as well as their distribution. We define an
element as a cluster of strokes that is perceived as a single
feature by the user. Since we target a quasi-uniform distri-
bution of elements, there is a characteristic scale of the pat-
tern that gives the size of such elements. We believe that
the choice of scale is context-dependent, and we let the user
specify it. Note, however, that the whole analysis process
is interactive, hence providing the user enough feedback to
easily set a convenient scale. This allows us to target a wide
range of patterns as shown in Section 4.
Once the scale is chosen the rest of the process is fully
automatic and works as follows. We first fit an element to
each input stroke; we then cluster elements iteratively using
perceptual organisation criteria; finally, we relate elements
to each other to derive properties about their distribution.
2.1. Element fitting
We define an element by its center and its two elongation
axis. In order to fit an element to a stroke, the user can either
choose to only consider the skeleton of the stroke (i.e. the
gesture input by the user) or to also take into account its
style (thickness, fading, tapering, etc). In the first case, we
fit an element to the points that define the skeleton, while in
the second case, we fit an element to the points of its contour.
c
A
B
An element E is constructed by fitting an ori-
ented bounding box to the chosen set of points
(skeleton or contour) that will prove useful for
approximating geometric measures between ele-
ments. We first fit a gaussian distribution to the
points to compute the two principal elongation di-
rections given by the eigenvectors A and B of the
points’ covariance matrix. Each point is then pro-
jected onto each axis to compute the size and center c of the
bounding box.
2.2. Element clustering
Now that each stroke is represented by its bounding box, we
want to cluster them into elements at the chosen scale. For
example, a hatch element can be made of several overlapping
strokes, and a small figure (think of a flower) is often drawn
using a small number of individual strokes.
To decide whether two elements can be clustered, we draw
upon the work of Etemadi et al. [ESM∗91] on perceptual line
segment grouping, as we did in our previous work [Ano06],
but this time extended to bounding box elements. Two ele-
ments are clustered if they meet a proximity constraint (e.g.,
for a flower), or if they meet a continuation constraint (e.g.,
for a hatch element). These tests are performed against the
user-defined scale ε, that represents the minimum distance at
which two elements are perceived separately. When two el-
ements are clustered, we merge their respective strokes and
fit a new element using the method explained in the previous
section.
Clustering is performed by a greedy algorithm that processes
the strokes in the order they have been drawn. The fitted
elements are first placed into a queue. At each step, an
element E∗ is popped and every other element Ei in the
queue is tested for clustering based on an element pair
comparison. If the test is successful, we merge Ei into E∗
and remove Ei from the queue. After all the elements of
the queue have been tested, if any clustering occured, E∗
is pushed back into the queue. Otherwise, E∗ is added to the
output list of clustered elements. The algorithm repeats until
the queue is left empty.
prox(E1,E2) 
E1
E2
ε
cont(E1,E2) 
E1
E2
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Element clustering uses two perceptual measures:
(a) Proximity and (b) Continuation.
2.2.1. Proximity measure
The proximity between two elements E1 and E2 is computed
using Hausdorff distances so that nested, or very close
objects are clustered together (see Figure 2(a)):
prox(E1,E2) = min(dH(E1,E2),dH(E2,E1))
dH (E1,E2) = max
q1∈E1
( min
q2∈E2
(d(q1,q2)))
where dH(E1,E2) is the directed Hausdorff distance. In
practice, it is computed using point-line distances between
the bounding boxes. If prox(E1,E2) < ε, then E1 and E2 are
clustered.
2.2.2. Continuation measure
Continuation has to be checked on all pairs of axes between
the two elements E1 and E2. For each of the four configu-
rations, we first have to ensure that the elements are near-
collinear; then we compute a continuation measure. Without
loss of generality, we only consider the measures of E2 rela-
tive to the axis A1 of E1. E2 is near-collinear to E1 iff:
∀p ∈ E2,d(p,A1) < ε/2
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If the above condition is met, then a continuation error is
computed as the gap between the projected points of E1 and
E2 on A1 (see Figure 2(b)):
cont(E1,E2) = min
p∈E∗1 ,q∈E
∗
2
(d(p,q))
where E∗i is the set of points of Ei projected on A1, i = 1,2.
In practice, we also use the bounding boxes to speed up
this computation. If cont(E1,E2) < ε for any of the four
configurations, then E1 and E2 are clustered.
2.3. Element distribution
Having identified the elements of our reference pattern, we
can now extract connectivity information among them in
order to characterize their distribution (see Figure 1(b)). We
use the center position of each element. For 1D patterns, we
extract the neighbors along a chain, while for 2D patterns,
we extract a Delaunay triangulation and keep only edges
that are part of at least one unskewed triangle (i.e. a
triangle that do not has an angle greater than 2π3 ). The
pattern input by the user is supposed to be uniform, but
in practice, the distribution of elements is only close to
uniform. We measure locally this variation by computing
a shift vector Sre f that expresses the displacement between
an element’s position and the barycenter of its neighbors’
positions. We will use those measurements to add variation
to a synthesized pattern in Section 3.3.
3. Synthesis
Thus far, we analysed the reference stroke pattern in order to
get a higher-level, perceptually meaningful description of it.
In this section, we show how to take advantage of this knowl-
edge during synthesis. Since we want to address the synthe-
sis of texture-like patterns, it makes sense to take inspiration
from the texture synthesis litterature. In our approach, we
draw comparisons with Efros and Leung’s pioneering pa-
per [EL99]: like them, we use a causal synthesis procedure
that starts with an element at the center of the pattern and
expands it outward using neighborhood comparisons on the
previously synthesized elements.
Our method exhibits some important differences though:
contrary to the distribution of pixels on a grid, our element
positions are not supposed to be aligned. This has an im-
pact on the neighborhood comparison procedure that has to
match relevant neighbors between the reference and target
patterns. Moreover, elements are easily identifiable and per-
ceived in isolation, thus their comparison should consider
the whole set of their parameters: orientation, length, width
and color. To do that, we draw inspiration from the field of
perceptual organisation once again and show how a trade-off
between variation and fidelity can be obtained. Algorithm 1
summarizes the synthesis process.
Algorithm 1 Stroke pattern synthesis
Dtar ← InitialiseDistribution(Dre f )
Estar ← GetCenterElement(Dtar)
for each element Etar in Dtar growing outward from Estar
do
E∗re f ← FindBestMatch(Etar, Dtar, Dre f )
Etar ← SynthesizeElement(E∗re f , Dtar, Dre f )
end for
We first present our neighborhood comparison in Sec-
tion 3.1, before describing in Section 3.2 how it is applied
iteratively to create the target pattern. Finally, in Section 3.3,
we explain how the user can add variation to the synthesized
pattern while keeping a strong similarity with the reference.
3.1. Synthesizing one element
Let E be an element in the synthesized pattern and assume
for the moment that all elements in the pattern except for
E are known. Let ω(E) be a neighborhood around E. To
assign properties to E, as in [EL99], a set of neighborhoods
Ω similar to ω(E) is extracted from the reference pattern
using various perceptual measures described below. Then
one of the neighborhoods in Ω is randomly chosen and the
center element of the picked neighborhood is used for E.
Neighborhood comparisons are more complex for stroke
pattern synthesis than for texture synthesis for two reasons:
the number and position of neighbors vary in our distribu-
tions, and elements are more complex entities than pixels.
The computation of the similarity between two neighbor-
hoods ωre f and ωtar is thus performed in two steps. First,
relevant elements of this pair of neighborhoods are found.
Second, a set of perceptual organisation measures is tested
against perceptual similarity thresholds for the whole candi-
date reference neighborhood.
E
E
ωref ωtar
Figure 3: Neighborhood comparison: Pairs of relevant ele-
ments are extracted based on their position.
For the determination of relevant elements, we only consider
pairs of closest reference and target elements by comparing
their positions, see Figure 3. This heuristic locally matches
the distribution of element positions between the reference
and target patterns. We keep pairs of elements Ere f ∈ ωre f
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and Etar ∈ ωtar such that
Etar = arg min
E∈ωtar
(d(Ere f ,E))
Ere f = arg min
E∈ωre f
(d(Etar,E))
where d(E1,E2) is the euclidean distance between the cen-
ters of E1 and E2.
shape 
Etar
Eref
Eref
Etar
A
B
Parallelism
overlapping
su
pe
rim
po
si
tio
n
θ
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Element neighborhood matching uses various
perceptual measures: (a) isotropic elements; (b) anisotropic
(elongated) elements.
Once the elements are matched, we compute a set of four dif-
ferent perceptual measures that can be organized in two cat-
egories (see Figure 4): a shape-matching measure that com-
pares two elements as point sets by computing a symmetric
Hausdorff distance; and a set of three measures - parallelism,
overlapping and superimposition - that compares elements
using the higher-level description extracted during the anal-
ysis. The shape-matching measure is useful when there is
an ambiguity between the principal and secondary axes of
elongation of an element (e.g., a circle).
Each measure is computed independently on each pair of
elements in their respective frame; i.e., the element centers
are first aligned before the following measures take place:
shape(Ere f ,Etar) = max(dH(Ere f ,Etar),dH(Etar,Ere f ))
par(Ere f ,Etar) = |θ(Are f ,Atar)|
ov(Ere f ,Etar) = max(
|Are f |
|Atar|
,
|Atar|
|Are f |
)
sup(Ere f ,Etar) = ||Bre f |− |Btar||
For the computation of the shape measure, we approximate
the directed Hausdorff distance dH using bounding boxes as
previously. The parallelism measure is simply taken to be
the norm of the angle θ between the two elements’ principal
axes. Overlapping is the maximum ratio of lengths between
the target and reference principal axes. And superimposition
is the difference in thickness (length of the secondary axis)
between the target and the reference.
In addition to these geometric measures, any attribute can
also be taken into account during the synthesis. We illustrate
this ability with a simple color distance:
col(Ere f ,Etar) = dRGB(Cre f ,Ctar)
where Cre f and Ctar are the colors of Ere f and Etar in RGB.
All the measures are then averaged over the element pairs
of ωre f and ωtar to give a set of perceptual measures be-
tween neighborhoods. They are then tested against a set of
perceptual thresholds. These thresholds control the amount
of selected candidate neighborhoods: they have to be suffi-
ciently large to provide enough candidates, but small enough
to avoid incoherences. In our experiments, we use σshape =
0.1L where L is the average length of the reference ele-
ments, σpar = π20 , σov = 1.5, σsup = 0.1L and σcol = 0.15.
We observed that our algorithm is robust to small variations
in these thresholds. Two neighborhoods are then considered
similar relative to a given measure m iff m(ωre f ,ωtar) < σm.
The measures are finally combined to determine the simi-
larity of the candidate reference neighborhood to the target
one. If the colors or any other attribute does not match, we
simply discard the matching. Otherwise, we test whether the
neighborhoods match by considering them as sets of points
or sets of elements. In our approach, we thus use the follow-
ing combination
col and (shape or (par and ov and sup))
In Section 4, we show and comment examples that exhibit
the role of each measure: hatching strokes are more discrim-
inated by parallelism, overlapping or superimposition, while
small figures rely mainly on the shape measure; color is in-
dependent of the shape of elements, but further refines the
above measures.
3.2. Synthesizing a pattern
As mentioned previously, our synthesis algorithm begins at
the center of a uniform distribution similar to that of the
reference one. Hence, we first build a distribution of element
positions that we call seeds, and connect seeds together
to get neighborhood relationships. To this end, as in our
previous method [Ano06], we use Lloyd’s method [Llo82]
in 1D and in 2D: it is an iterative algorithm that starts
with a random distribution of seeds. Then, at each step, a
Voronoi diagram of the seeds is computed, and each seed
is moved to the center of its Voronoi region. It converges
to a centroidal Voronoi tesselation, close to regular. The
only parameter of the method is the number of seeds, that
we set to Ntar = Nre f .Atar/Are f , where Are f and Atar are
the areas of the reference and target regions respectively.
Finally, when the algorithm has converged, for 1D patterns,
we extract the neighbors along a chain, while for 2D patterns
we extract a Delaunay triangulation and keep only the edges
which are part of an unskewed triangle, in order to avoid
degenerate edges at the border of the triangulation.
In the previous section, we have discussed a method of
synthesizing an element when its neighborhood elements
are already known. Unfortunately, this method cannot be
used directly for synthesizing the entire pattern since for any
element, only some of its neighbors will be known during
the propagation. Like in Efros and Leung’s approach, the
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element synthesis algorithm must be modified to handle
unknown neighborhood elements. This can be easily done by
only matching on the known values of ω(E) and normalizing
the error by the total number of known elements. This
heuristic appears to provide good results in practice.
3.3. Adding variation
The patterns synthesized with our method exhibits strong
similarities with the reference, since they consist of elements
that have been copied from it. One might also wish to intro-
duce some amount of variation relative to the reference pat-
tern. In order to add such a variation, we developed a post-
processing mechanism that slightly changes the parameters
of the synthesized elements and is controllable by the user
via a slider. For each element, and for each of its parameters
independently, we select a set of similar values in the refer-
ence pattern. E.g., we select a set of orientations close to the
synthesized element’s orientation. Then, we pick one value
from this set and use it in place of the parameters of the syn-
thesized element. This mechanism lets us exchange param-
eters between similar reference elements without producing
elements that are too different from those of the reference
pattern.
Another noticeable difference between our synthesized pat-
terns and their reference is the distribution of positions:
while the distribution of a synthesized pattern can be con-
sidered uniform, this is not the case of the pattern input by
the user. The variation present in the input might be de-
sired by the user, and we thus propose a heuristic to rein-
troduce variation in the distribution of element positions as
a postprocess. For each synthesized element Etar that has
n ≥ k neighbors, we get the reference shift vector Sre f of
the corresponding Ere f , computed during the analysis (see
Section 2.3); Then we position all the Etar in parallel at
the barycenter of their neighbors, and translate them by
Star = (Sre fAEtar)/(nAEre f ) where AEre f and AEtar are the
areas of the neighborhoods of Ere f an Etar respectivelly. In
practice, we use k = 2 for 1D patterns and k = 4 for 2D pat-
terns.
4. Results
We show here some results of our synthesis method using
various types of elements in 1D and 2D. Computation times
are of the order of a second for 1D patterns; and between 5
and 10 seconds for 2D patterns, depending on the neighbor-
hood size.
Figure 5 shows 1D synthesis. A simple example is shown in
Figure 5(a) where curved hatching strokes are drawn with
sketchy gestures and are properly analysed and synthesized.
Our postprocess that adds variation to both position and el-
ement parameters is illustrated in Figure 5(b) with a simple
hatching pattern; Notice how the vertical positions of ele-
ments are reintroduced in the synthesized pattern. We then
show how we can reproduce smooth variations in the param-
eters of the elements along the 1D path. In Figure 5(c), we
use a 5-ring neighborhood synthesis to reproduce the smooth
change in the orientation of elements along the path; Here
the parallelism measure plays a major role in the synthesis.
Figure 5(d) shows the influence of the neighborhood size on
the quality of the result. Synthesised patterns with 1-ring,
3-ring and 5-ring neighborhoods are shown from top to bot-
tom: the smooth change in stroke length is only well cap-
tured with the 5-ring neighborhood. Here, the overlapping
measure is discriminant. Figure 5(d) shows a smooth change
in element thickness captured with a 5-ring neighborhood,
and made possible by our superimposition measure. Finally,
we show at the bottom an example using brush strokes of
alternating colors: the synthesized pattern exhibits the same
alternance, thanks to our color measure.
Figure 6 shows 2D synthesis. Figure 6(a) shows an example
of bars oriented in multiple directions. Here, our synthesis
method is able to reproduce the complex relations among
similar elements. It can also synthesize elements that are
less similar, as in Figure 6(b) with water drops, small figures
like the flowers of Figure 6(c) or alternating two different
kinds of elements as in Figure 6(d). Finally, the variation
of element positions is illustrated in Figure 6(e), where the
distribution obtained with Lloyd’s method is modified to be
more similar to the input pattern.
5. Discussion and future work
5.1. Analysis
Our analysis method can extract a wide range of elements
(stipples, hatches, brush strokes, small figures), but our
element representation (a center and two axes) is too simple
to correctly extract long curved strokes. Moreover, we do
not target structured patterns, such as a brick wall, where
the overall organization should be extracted along with each
element. We thus plan to address these two issues in the
future by modifying our element model and adding multiple
levels of analysis to be able to capture more structured
patterns. Another issue is the use of additional perceptual
criteria such as closure or junctions in order to perform a
deeper interpretation of the input pattern.
In our approach, the analysis stage is user-assisted in order
to determine the scale of the pattern. Since the clustering
of elements is dependent on this scale and is implemented
with a greedy algorithm, it can produce flickering on rare
occasions when the user interactively modifies the scale.
However, this has no impact on the final synthesis result. On
the other hand, if one wants to consider scanned drawings as
input, it would make sense to extract both the elements and
the scale automatically. The greedy nature of the clustering
algorithm might then lead to problematic behaviors.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 5: 1D synthesis results. (a) A simple hatching example that uses sketchy strokes; (b) another hatching example with
a uniform distribution of elements (on top), and the same pattern after variation have been added (at bottom); (c) a smooth
change of element orientation is analysed and synthesized with a 5-ring neighborhood; (d) a smooth change of element length
is analysed and synthesized with increasing neighborhood sizes (from top to bottom: 1-ring, 3-ring and 5-ring neighborhoods);
(e) a smooth change of element thickness is analyzed and synthesized with a 5-ring neighborhood; (f) the alternance of strokes
colors is captured and reproduced in the synthesized pattern.
5.2. Synthesis
Our synthesis method currently generates quasi-uniform dis-
tributions of elements via the Lloyd algorithm. In the future
we will target non-uniform distributions that can take into
account density variations within the pattern. We also plan to
take into account the whole element shape rather than only
its center position in the distribution definition. The heuris-
tic we used for finding relevant neighbors also suffers from
a limitation: it can happen that no pairing is found between
the reference and target neighborhoods. However, in prac-
tice, the even distribution produced by Lloyd’s method pre-
vents this worst case scenario from happening.
Another interesting point is the ability to take into account
attributes of the input strokes during synthesis. We only
investigated color, but other attributes such as thickness,
opacity or texture might give convincing results. Finally, our
variation technique is tailored to stroke pattern synthesis and
has thus no equivalent in texture synthesis. We plan to extend
this ability to take into account the shape of the strokes.
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5.3. Extension to synthesis on surfaces
Our system works in the picture plane and we plan to extend
it to synthesis on surfaces in the future. However, stroke-
based rendering raises several specific questions in terms of
rendering. Indeed, the strokes need to be of roughly constant
size in 2D if one wants to maintain the same style for every
viewpoint. Therefore an LOD mechanism has to be defined,
and we believe that this can be achieved with a dedicated
synthesis algorithm. The automatic generation of mipmaps
or Tonal Art Maps [PHWF01] would be a simple way to ad-
dress synthesis on surfaces. However, we believe that direct
synthesis on surfaces will open more interesting avenues:
for example, the rendering could be done by varying the at-
tributes of each synthesized stroke depending on the viewing
and lighting conditions. By keeping the analogy with texture
synthesis, it should be possible to devise such a method in
the same way we did in the present paper.
6. Conclusions
We presented a novel approach to the analysis and synthesis
of vector-based stroke patterns along a 1D path or inside a
2D region. Our method makes use of perceptual organisation
findings to interpret a reference input pattern, and later
synthesize a similar one.
The synthesis algorithm is directly inspired by texture syn-
thesis algorithms. It makes use of neighborhood compar-
isons and is able to take into account additional attributes
of the input strokes like color.
The synthesized patterns are very similar to the reference
ones, and the user can also add variation to the results while
keeping a reasonable fidelity to the reference pattern.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 6: 2D synthesis results. (a) A pattern of hatching strokes in multiple directions is synthesized using a 3-ring
neighborhood; (b) elements of various nature (water drops, hatches) are analysed and synthesized with a 3-ring neighborhood;
(c) small figures like flowers of different colors can be analyzed and synthesized by our method using a 2-ring neighborhood;
(d) a pattern composed of two different types of hatching strokes is synthesized with a 2-ring neighborhood; (e) the addition of
variation in the position of elements is able to break the uniform distribution of Lloyd’s method.
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